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I am using video, photography, and drawing, in order to investigate the transition in Romanian

identity from a traditionalist society to one that has been heavily impacted by consumerism and

recently reintroduced in a global scenario. My works analyse the transformation of the social mental

projections from the utopian functionalism and centralized planning to the chaotic symbolic

investment, within the relationship between the political system and the expressions of

consumerism, media or urban landscape.



Essential Current Affairs, video, 2002

Wearing balaclavas, a man and a woman attempt a lover's embrace. Essential Current Affair is a 

depiction of mutual alienation in times that could likewise be characterized as surreal.



Bahlui By Night, video, 2004

Bahlui by Night is an ironical analysis of the city outskirts. The night frames of the only river crossing 

the city of Iasi create a metaphysical atmosphere, transforming the grey reality one perceives at 

daytime into an almost unreal world.



Reconstructionscapes is a collection of images of all the construction sites in the area of Iasi, 

Romania. The video emphasises, on the one hand, the psychedelic absurdity of the post-communist 

Iasi “architectural style”, and on the other hand, the contradiction between the luxurious pretences of 

the owners and the rudimentary means of construction.

Reconstructionscapes, video installation, 2005



Reconstructionscapes - video still



Reconstructionscapes - view from the installation

DVD video

raw clay & straw brick wall

dimensions: variable



Logos

2004

light boxes

70cm/ 70cm/ 20cm

The project attempts

to underline the 

confusion generated 

by the 

commodification of the 

intimate and private.



The Dawn of a New 

Era

2008

light box

400cm/ 400cm/ 30cm



The Dawn of a New Era, 

light box

400cm/ 400cm/ 30cm

neon lights, motion detector

380 cm X 280 cm X 30 cm

2008



Crossroad, multi-channel video installation, 2005

Crossroad describes the return of the mystic spirit in all the levels of the Romanian society, despite 

the modernisation efforts. The video obsessively records hundreds of people making the sign of cross 

while passing by religious buildings.



Playing Blessed, mixed media, 2009



Playing Blessed, mixed media, 2009



Playing Blessed, mixed media, 2009



Vingt ans après, 2009, mixted media, dimensions: variable

Ironic analysis of the supposed freedom of the Eastern European States 

from the perspective of he local utopias and political mythologies.

Vinght ans apres, intervention, 2009



What Goes Around, video, 2011

Four middle aged men dressed up in office suits  climb up a mountain in a ski lift. It turns out 

they are going to bless the skiing track and the landscape itself as they return.



What Goes Around, video, 2011
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